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01Where we went…

Hi! I’m Corina, an Economics 

student, and I spent the last 

semester of my third year in 

Madrid, Spain. 

Here’s a little about my time 

there…
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Hi there! I’m Daniel, I study 

Geography, and I went to the 

University of Zurich, Switzerland in 

the second semester of my second 

year.

Here’s a wee bit about my amazing 

experience there



Researching Destinations
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• Start in good time!

• What universities are compatible with your degree? Check Go Abroad website for a detailed list.

• Do the universities have equivalent courses to courses that would be compulsory to take at Aberdeen?

• Are the courses taught in English (if you don’t speak the host language)?

• Can you find enough courses to match the equivalent of 60 credits per semester?

• Contact your go abroad tutor for advice on what courses are suitable (list on website)

My Experience:

• I had to find two equivalent courses to the two compulsory Geography courses for 2nd semester of 2nd year

• Equivalent courses do not need to be an exact match, ask go abroad tutor who must approve them

• My courses had to be taught in English



Other factors to consider
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Academic is the most important, but also:

• Climate (do you want a change from UK weather?)

• Distance from home (would the flight be a couple of hours or 

overnight?)

• Size of country, public transport options?

• Cost of living?

• Language of the host country (levels of English?)

• Environment (big city or small town?)

• Local laws and customs (e.g. American drinking age of 21, Covid 

restrictions still in place?)



One more 
point!

• The finance side of things is a very asked 

about topic, and as you are further along in 

the process, the Go Abroad Team will provide 

you with extensive information about this!

• However, in the meantime, the Go Abroad 

website has a ‘budget calculator’ feature. 

Here you can rack up a good idea of how 

much money you will need. 

• Find this here!! -

https://www.abdn.ac.uk/study/documents/G

o%20Abroad-%20budget%20calculator.pdf
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https://www.abdn.ac.uk/study/documents/Go%20Abroad-%20budget%20calculator.pdf


Applying to Go Abroad 
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➢ Firstly, make sure you are signed up for our 
mailing list! This is on the main section of the 
Go Abroad page. 

➢ Your starting point is heading to the Go Abroad 
section on University of Aberdeen’s website. 
Head to “Outgoing Students”.

➢ Once you have scrolled down a little, you will 
see ‘Where can I go?’  This will show you the 
options for International Exchange, European 
Exchange, and Swiss Exchange. 

➢ Each exchange section is slightly different, so 
now I will quickly guide you through how to 
navigate the website…

Deciding where to go…



➢ Once you have a rough idea of what your top choices are, we highly 
recommend you do lots of your own research about that particular 
university, the city, and the country. 

➢ You want to be aware of the type of subjects they have to offer (this will 
easily be found in their course catalogues), the lifestyle/ culture the host 
location comes with. There is also a feedback section (on myaberdeen in 
the Go Abroad organisation) made by AU students about some of the host 
universities (email goabroad.outgoing@abdn.ac.uk for access).

➢ This may sound obvious, but as mentioned earlier, have a good think about 
what it is you want out of the experience. Do you want to be able to travel 
easily, be in warmer/ colder weather, have the opportunity to learn the 
language, is the nightlife or being around nature important to you? 

mailto:goabroad.outgoing@abdn.ac.uk
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❖ Once you have chosen your top universities and done your research on them, you want to 
start thinking about the application form. 

❖ The application includes a ‘statement of motivation’- this is just a small section which is for 
you to say why you should be picked by the host university. A chance to show off the 
research you have done!

❖ However, this is something that you will be provided lots of guidance with, mainly by the 
Go Abroad team, but us ambassadors will also be here to help you along the way!

❖ During our next session, there will be ambassadors who went to a variety of countries-
this will give you the opportunity to chat to someone who may have gone to the same  
places you are applying to. 



QUESTIONS !
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